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摘  要 
本文通过考察明清时期桂西的基层行政制度与社会治理模式，探讨国家制
度“地方化”的历史过程，揭示地方传统与国家制度相结合的内在机制，以期













































































































This paper mainly inspects basic administrative system and social governance 
model in western Guangxi from the Late imperial, reveals the mechanism that local 
traditions converge with the national system, for enrich the relationship of 
state-society. The full text consists nine chapters, about 210,000 words. 
 
It had formed two entirely different models of explanation, "centralized" and 
the "local self-government" as to local governance of "under the Magistrate", In my 
view, neither purely from abstract theory, nor both emphasized “centralized” and 
"autonomy" it is hardly to cover geographical and social diversity of the 
community-social model. Therefore, it has important academic significance to 
further empirical study of the cultural history of the regional community based on 
previous studies. 
 
In the pass, specific to the relationship between the state and the southwest 
border areas, academics just care about Chieftain Systemt. Refer to the Chieftain 
system there is a fundamental presumption that it is implement different 
administrative system from the Mainland. In fact, there have some same 
administrative system in the grass-roots of Chieftain Region as the mainland. As to 
the western Guangxi, from Early Ming Dynasty, the primary administrative and 
social management system of＂under the Magistrate " implemented national system 
such as Lijia, Baojia System, Militia, and the community contracts. This paper 
focused primarily on two issues: First, how the state power and national system to 
insert to regional areas; Secondly, in which way that the local traditions link up 
national system in the "integration" process. These problems are the original studies. 















national system of the late imperial and enrich the recognition of the relationship 
between state and society. 
 
In our view, western Guangxi is a border community. Because of the border 
policy changes from Late imperial, the local community has experienced the 
changing process that from the "thrust" into the "inside" and from a closed to an 
open. Early Ming Dynast, government implemented Chieftain System, intended to 
rule the suburban areas indirectly. On the one hand, Chieftain region maintained the 
"autonomy" tradition of village、cave and ＂cun lao" governance system; on the 
other hand, basic-level Chieftain had been introduced Residence、Yellow Book and 
Lijia systems.  Tax-collection was the Lane A of County Soil’ main function which 
was same as the mainland, but the number of the household of Lijia is on the low 
small, lighter on tax burdens while heavier on military service. Lijia was also 
meaningful to distinguish between ethnic groups. Whether nor entering the Lijia 
system was the standard of the limitation between" Sexual offender" and "Yao 
zhuang" of Guangxi. In Late imperial, the village of "sexual offender" County Soil 
in West Guangxi, was basically compiled into Lijia system, which was regarded as a 
"village people". Lijia is the way that western Guangxi went into the areas of the 
country. In middle period of the Qing Dynasty, as a basic organization, Lijia system 
had ended, the individual then has been extended to the Republic. 
 
About mid -Ming, Datengxia "Yao zhuang" turmoil, forcing dynasty practiced 
the policy "to restrict them". Western Guangxi "Lang soldiers" use national 
resources to establish " Lang soldiers" system and it’s social organization -- "shao", 
to strengthen internal control, external expansion. "shao" is a social organization 
with integration military and politics and of master and the soldiers. It mainly fulfills 
obligations and public order functions. Until then, Lijia and shao as the new social 















River Cave .Lang soldiers system become the origin of the militarization of the late 
imperial. In the primary-mid Qing Dynasty, the local community into the 
"peacetime”, Lang soldiers system gradually disintegrated. 
 
In the early Qing Dynasty, the official national decline, Lang soldiers’ 
institution collapsed. To fill the vacuum of social control, Baojia become a common 
practice in western Guangxi, its administrative function was to maintain social order, 
and it was the major social control system. As it conflicts with the original 
Neighborhood local traditions, local elites tended to be negative; it has no smooth 
implementation of the Baojia system. Its effect is far from the intention of the 
government. In the mid Qing dynasty, baojia, Militia combining with community 
compacts, it’s social control function has been replaced by “tuanlian”. 
 
Mid -Qing border region, it was faced with domestic trouble and foreign 
invasion. It was also the overall transformational period of local social in western 
Guangxi. Under the official "authorization", the elite of Chieftain Areas rose to 
organize Militia, launch the "self-help" activity, local militarization begun to recover. 
As an opportunity to organize the resistance, the gentry class in western Guangxi 
quietly rising, gradually achieved dominance in the local community. From the late 
Qing Dynasty to the Republic, the Militia of Western Guangxi gradually integrated 
with Lijia, evolved into a local administrative divisions and administrative 
organizations. In the middle and later Qing Dynasty, the development of Militia 
reflected the militarization and the gentry trended in western Guangxi society. 
Except developing Militia to self-defense, the social had lost its order during the 
transition period. In order to rebuild civil society, local elites utilized the community 
compacts to make the "rural governance" come true. The community compacts of 
Western Guangxi had the quality of civil “law”, it was the norm of the order of civil 















“was the symbol of local “autonomy “.It was not until the Republic, “community 
compacts "was still existed all over rural western Guangxi. 
 
The development of the entire clan in western Guangxi experienced all the 
changes in the history of the Late imperial, and its trend of the common people 
dominants. In the primary-mid Ming Dynasty, Chieftain System gave the local 
government duties of "authorized" to the "official nation." Combining national and 
local government officials, local community was controlled. Out late, the 
government was forced the nation to be further strengthened. Qing Dynasty " 
Gaituguiliu " was a serious attract to national officials. To be adapted the social 
transformation the official started the reconstruction and the transition of "common 
people”. Echoing this, people generally rise. Thus, the clan in western Guangxi 
changed into society. Since mid-Qing, clan was extensive involvement with the 
local administration of public affairs, and the Militia, "community compacts" and 
other social organizations, constitute together the transition period of "autonomy" 
system which reflected the trend of region's social and historical change. 
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